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ABSTRACT
Evaluating the readability of a text can significantly facilitate the
precise expression of information in a written form. The formula-
tion of text readability assessment demands the identification of
meaningful properties of the text and correct conversion of features
to the right readability level. Sophisticated features and models are
being used to evaluate the comprehensibility of texts accurately.
Still, these models are challenging to implement, heavily language-
dependent, and do not perform well on short texts.
Deep reinforcement learning models are demonstrated to be helpful
in further improvement of state-of-the-art text readability assess-
ment models. The main contributions of the proposed approach are
the automation of feature extraction, loosening the tight language
dependency of text readability assessment task, and efficient use
of text by finding the minimum portion of a text required to as-
sess its readability. The experiments on Weebit, Cambridge Exams,
and Persian readability datasets display the model’s state-of-the-
art precision, efficiency, and the capability to be applied to other
languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Text as a prevalent form of communication has a fundamental role
in conducting knowledge and information between humans. Never-
theless, not all texts are equally intelligible and understandable for
all people. Therefore, to ensure the clarity and understandability of
the written information, it is crucial to measure its readability. The
significance of this measurement is apparent from its applications
in different fields such as education [1, 2], medical instructions
[3–8], social media communications [9], marketing and advertising
[10–12], and in some related fields of research like text simplifica-
tion [13–15].
However, readability assessment entails some challenges. The first
attempt to quantify the readability of the text was the manual
intuition-based evaluation, which was done by human readability
experts. Such evaluation is not standardized or globally correct;
hence, researchers such as Flesch [16] has developed readability
measurement formulas. These formulas use simple and manually
calculable properties of the text, such as the number of syllables,
words, or sentences in the text to assess its readability. These for-
mulas become so popular that they are even widely used nowadays.
Nonetheless, the low accuracy of such formulas and their language
dependency made way for more advanced and accurate readability
assessment methods, which involve machine learning techniques.
These models are highly accurate for their use of sophisticated NLP
features and machine intelligence to associate the extracted fea-
tures to a proper readability level. Models proposed by Vajjala and
Meurers [17], Xia et al. [18], and Mohammadi and Khasteh [19] are
examples of state-of-the-art models for their target languages and
target audience. These models are using Support Vector Machines
trained on complex and proper feature sets extracted from related
datasets. Still, their use of complicated and language-specific NLP
features makes these models challenging to implement and heavily
language-dependent. Furthermore, they do not offer any solution to
the problem of finding the minimum portion of the text required to
accurately assess the readability of a long text. The feature extrac-
tion task from a long text is computationally heavy, and minimizing
the required length of the text to assess its readability is vital in
large collections of documents.
Utilizing the recent advances in deep learning and deep reinforce-
ment learning, a new approach to text readability assessment is in-
troduced in this study. Word-to-vec and frequency language model
are used to represent the input text in order to eliminate the need for
sophisticated NLP features. In addition to that, such text represen-
tation enables the applicability of the model on different languages
using the word-to-vec and frequency language model of the target
language. The new model is a deep convolutional recurrent double
dueling Q network. The model’s perception of the input text is
limited to a window of five adjacent words. The position of the
window could be changed by the model’s actions to perceive other
parts of the text. The ability of the model to intelligently pick the
portion of the text to be perceived makes it possible to find the
minimal portion of the fed text to assess its readability.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Firstly, section 2 discusses
the previous attempts to automate the readability assessment task
in detail. Next, section 3 presents the proposed DRL model and
describes its architecture. Later, section 4 reviews the results of the
experiments and explains the advantages and disadvantages of the
proposed model. Finally, section 5 states the main contributions of
this study and the potential future works.
2 RELATEDWORKS
The literature around automated text readability assessment can
be classified into two main categories: (i) traditional formulas and
(ii) machine learning models. In summary, traditional formulas are
a naive mixture of shallow and easily calculable features. These
formulas are hand calculated and tuned to capture the readability
of the text. On the other hand, machine learning models, which
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came as an effort to compensate for the low accuracy of traditional
models, use a large number of simple to complex machine extracted
features. The relation between the value of these features and the
readability of the corresponding text is learned by machine learning
techniques utilizing a large dataset of pre-labeled texts. The created
model can be used to assess the readability of newly seen texts
accurately.
Flesch-Kincaid grade level [16] can be named as one of the earliest
and most utilized readability formulas for the English language.
Flesch-Kincaid readability formula uses only the average number
of words per sentence and the average number of syllables per
word to evaluate the text readability. Other similar formulas are
Gunning-Fog [20] and Chall-Dale Chall and Dale [21], which also
use simple features to estimate the readability of English texts. The
number of âĂĲcomplex wordsâĂİ and âĂĲdifficult wordsâĂİ are
calculated using a predefined list of such words. These formulas
can be seen in Eq. 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Flesch-Kincaid GradeLevel =
0.39 · |words ||sentences | + 11.8 ·
|syllables |
|words | − 15.59 (1)
Gunninд-Foд Score =
0.4 · |words ||sentences | + 100 ·
|complex words |
|words | (2)
Dale-Chall Readability Score =
15.79 · |di f f icult words ||words | + 0.0496 ·
|words |
|sentences | (3)
The features used in the above formulas can be calculated by
hand. With the advancements in automated computations, com-
puter calculated and extracted features are used in text readabil-
ity assessment applications. Lexile [22] and the work of Collins-
Thompson and Callan [23] used word-frequency and language mod-
els, respectively. The use of statistical models in text readability
assessment produced an enhancement in the accuracy of such mod-
els.
The only available text readability assessment formula for the Per-
sian language is an adaptation of the Flesch-Kincaid formula, called
the Flesch-Dayani formula [24]. The constants in this formula are
specially tuned to suit the text readability assessment of the Persian
language. This formula is shown in Eq. 4.
Flesch-Dayani Score =
0.31 − 0.846 · |syllables ||words | − 1.01 ·
|words |
|sentences | (4)
The traditional formulas are straightforward to implement, need
limited computational resources, and the results are clear to in-
terpret. Despite these benefits, the most critical shortcoming of
these methods is their low accuracy and the significant difference
between their results and human judgments [25–28]. Moreover,
these formulas cannot readily be used to assess the readability of
texts in other languages as they are specially designed for a partic-
ular language. These formulas are also not suitable for short text
applications, which are more widespread in web and social media
nowadays [29].
With the advent of machine learning methods and in order to over-
come the deficiencies of traditional text readability assessment
formulas, researchers have employed machine learning models to
create a more accurate and comprehensive text readability assess-
ment system. Text readability assessment can be viewed both as
a regression or a classification problem. Although, studies have
shown greater accuracy and applicability of text readability assess-
ment as a classification task [30].
The use of a more significant number of features (naive or so-
phisticated) and the automated learning of the relation between
the features and the readability level is the foremost advantage
of the machine learning models, which make them preferred to
the traditional formulas [31]. The choice of features is a vital step
in assembling a machine learning model since a model is as good
as its features. Consequently, the notable difference between pro-
posed machine learning approaches to automated text readability
assessment is their set of features. Simple features, such as the
average number of characters or syllables in words, the average
number of words in sentences, the number of sentences in a text,
and simple statistical language models were features used in early
machine learning models for text readability assessment like works
presented in [27, 32]. The use of syntactical features [33] and co-
hesive features [34] also supported the realization of models with
higher accuracy.
The state-of-the-art model for automated English text readability
assessment for native readers is proposed by Vajjala and Meurers
[17]. The introduced model is a Support Vector Machine (SVM) clas-
sifier, using a comprehensive set of features. These features consist
of different traditional, lexical, and syntactical features totaling a
set of 46 distinct features.
The second language text readability assessment can be considered
as a subfield of text readability assessment. Despite the widespread
use of English as a second language, this field has seen a few thor-
ough studies. Different models are required to assess the readability
of English texts for the second language readers as a different set of
characteristics of text is influential on its readability level for second
language readers [35]. Xia et al. [18] has published a thorough study
on second language text readability assessment. Similar to the study
done by Vajjala and Meurers [17], Xia has used an SVM classifier,
and a set of NLP features consists of traditional, lexico-semantic,
parse tree syntactic, language modeling, and discourse-based fea-
tures.
Many comparable studies have been carried out to create automated
text readability assessment models for languages such as French
[36] Russian [37] Germen [38] Chinese [39] Arabic [40] Portuguese
[41]. This study is concentrated on the English and Persian lan-
guages as our test case for multilingual text readability assessment.
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The only known machine learning based text readability assess-
ment model for the Persian language is the model proposed by
Mohammadi and Khasteh [19], which also uses an SVM model.
In conclusion, machine learning models can obtain higher accu-
racies in contrast to the traditional formulas while being more
straightforward to construct, assuming the existence of a useful
dataset. In contrast, their use of a large number of sophisticated
features makes them time-consuming and costly to implement,
language-dependent, and less interpretable.
The focus of this study is to reduce the need for intricate feature en-
gineering and language dependency of text readability assessment
models. In order to overcome these problems, the current advances
in deep learning, reinforcement learning, and their mixture, deep
reinforcement learning became advantageous.
In recent years, the massive expansion of accessible data and the
progress in hardware resources, especially Graphical Processing
Units (GPUs), have aided researchers to build bigger, deeper, and
more sophisticated artificial neural networks. Besides, the increased
popularity of convolutional [42, 43], and recurrent [44, 45] architec-
tures in NLP applications have provoked an unprecedented growth
in the accuracy of computational linguistic models. The introduc-
tion of vector representation of text (i.e., word-to-vec [46]), which
can reduce the need for sophisticated feature engineering, has pro-
moted the creation of a new set of deep NLP models that can deliver
state-of-the-art accuracies on several standard NLP tasks without
old-fashioned feature engineering and extraction [42, 47, 48]. The
ability to achieve high accuracy using simple features is the main
advantage of deep NLPmodels. Nevertheless, these neural networks
use more processing power and require specialized hardware to
be trained and used and need massive datasets to achieve superior
accuracies.
Reinforcement learning can be considered as a type of semi-supervised
machine learning technique. Being able to learn from partially la-
beled data makes reinforcement learning especially beneficial in
NLP tasks. Hence, there is a trend in using reinforcement learning
models in NLP tasks such as machine translation [49–52], sentence
simplification [53], text summarization [54, 55], dialogue generation
[56], question answering [57], question generation [58], and text
generation [59]. Furthermore, the combination of reinforcement
learning and deep learning as deep reinforcement learning models
help to fuse the advantages of both fields to produce more accu-
rate and efficient models for NLP tasks. These models can actively
manipulate their input and intelligently focus on the part of a text
that carries more valuable information in their task. Despite some
drawbacks, such as training instability, these models can achieve
higher accuracies and performance in NLP tasks in comparison to
earlier models.
3 PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1 Model-Text Interaction
The prevalent representation of texts in automated text readability
assessment studies is the vector space modeling. The predefined fea-
tures extracted from each text can form a point in an N-dimensional
space, which can be a fair representation of that text attributes. The
formed vector representation can be used in order to assign a read-
ability level to the text using a classification model. As features
can miss some vital information in the text, the classifier model is
limited to the insufficiencies of the extracted features. Also, in most
cases, the readability of the text can be assessed only using a small
portion of a homogenous text (a text in which the readability of
the text is consistent throughout the text). Hence the extraction of
features from the whole text is a waste of processing power and
time.
Current advances in deepNLP reduces the necessity of old-fashioned
feature extraction to a great extent. With the use of word-to-vec rep-
resentation, it is possible to feed the raw text into a convolutional
neural network and extract beneficial and application-specific fea-
tures from a text [42]. In this study, a specific form of word-to-vec
representation named GloVe [60] is used, which resulted in the best
performance of the new model. The representation of a text using
this method can be described as a sequence of equal length vectors.
The problem of finding the minimal length of text (text length is
defined here by the number of words) to be fed to the model to
achieve an optimal trade-off between the accuracy of evaluation
and the fed length of the text is particularly challenging. Firstly,
the required feed length is different for each text (as human evalu-
ators might read different portions of different texts to determine
their readability level). Some text’s readability level can be readily
determined by a small portion of it, while some more ambiguous
texts (i.e., texts with characteristics close to two adjacent readabil-
ity levels) demand a more lengthy portion of text to be accurately
assessed. Secondly, creating datasets including optimal length in-
formation is not possible, as the optimal length is different for each
human evaluator and, therefore, for each model; hence, the optimal
length should be determined exclusively for a certain model. To
learn the optimal length for each text from data with no such labels,
it is possible to switch from supervised learning to semi-supervised
learning (as the dataset is labeled regarding its readability level
but not the optimal feed length). A text represented as a sequence
of vectors (word-to-vecs) can be considered a partially observable
environment for a reinforcement learning model. The observable
information for the model at each step is the corresponding vectors
of 5 words in a focus window. Five is chosen as window length as
it is the minimal length of the window, which resulted in desired
accuracy and performance in this study. The outputs (or actions) of
the model are the readability classes and actions to move through
the text. In the learning process, applying a suitable reward shaping,
the RL model can learn the distinction between these two groups of
actions and learn when to read further through the text and when
to decide the readability of the text.
The GloVe representation of a text does not capture the statistical
properties of its words, such as their usage frequency. In order to
compensate for this loss, a scaled language model feature (N-gram
frequency, N from 1 to 5) is appended to each word’s GloVe, which
contains the language model information of the words in the win-
dow1,2. An analysis of the effects of adding a frequency language
model to the word representation shows an approximate 10 per-
cent gain in the accuracy of the proposed model in the presence
of this feature. Consequently, the model can observe a window of
1Rachael Tatman (2018). English Word Frequency [online]. https://www.kaggle.
com/rtatman/english-word-frequency [accessed 13 Feb 2019].
2N-gram data (2018). COCA Corpus N-gram data [online]. https://www.ngrams.
info/intro.asp [accessed 13 Feb 2019].
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5 word’s feature vectors, containing the GloVe, and the language
model values, from the input text at each step. In this study, a GloVe
representation with a length of 100 is chosen. Smaller GloVe rep-
resentations can be processed using a DRL model with a fewer
number of parameters, while longer GloVe representations require
a larger DRL model to be utilized effectively. The choice of 100
between other available GloVe representation lengths (i.e., 50, 200,
or 300) is for its optimal balance between the accuracy and required
processing power.
Two sets of rewards are given to the model for its interactions with
the partially observable textual environment. The first set is nega-
tive rewards given for changes in the window position to encourage
the model to take the smallest number of steps. Further, a positive
or negative reward can be observed by the model for choosing a
readability level for the intended text by picking one of the readabil-
ity classes. The positiveness or negativeness of the rewards depends
on the correctness (positive reward) or incorrectness (negative re-
ward) of the decided readability class. A visual depiction of model
interaction with the textual environment is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The interactions of the proposed deep reinforce-
ment learningmodel with the text readability environment.
3.2 Model Architecture
The model introduced in this study is a deep convolutional recur-
rent double dueling Q network with experience replay, as presented
in Figure 2. As stated before, the input of the model is a list of five
vectors carrying the GloVe and language model values of the cor-
responding words in the focus window. Thus, a 2D vector is fed
to the model per each window, which is a raw representation of
perceived words. To elicit useful features, a set of convolutional
layers map the 2D input vector into a 1D feature vector, which can
be used in the following layers of the DRL model to learn the Q
values for the actions in the textual environment. The implemented
convolutional encoder consists of four 2D convolutional layers.
The sequential nature of the input text vector representation creates
a need for memorizing the previously observed words and, as in-
tended, determining the Q values of each action by integrating the
information perceived throughout the revealed text. Consequently,
a recurrent (LSTM) layer is utilized to capture and learn the tempo-
ral information in the extracted feature vectors.
The stated DRL model is a dueling Q network [61]. Dueling Q
networks calculate the Q values of each action by independently
calculating the state value and action advantage values. The Q value
can be calculated by adding up the state value and advantage value.
The benefit of dueling models is the detachment of prediction of
the current state value from the value of taking a specific action,
which is much useful in the current study as the careful judgment
between the selection of a readability level in the current state or
moving further through text is crucial. Each value (state value or
advantage value) is calculated using separate dense layers, and the
model takes a two-stream architecture after the LSTM layer. The
products of these two streams are added up to form the Q values,
which indicates the value of each readability level or move action.
A more detailed report on the model architecture is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: Model architecture details.
Property Value
Input feature dimensions 105 * 5
Convolutional layer 1 kernel 2 * 5
Convolutional layer 1 stride 1 * 1
Convolutional layer 1 # filters 32
Convolutional layer 2 kernel 2 * 5
Convolutional layer 2 stride 2 * 2
Convolutional layer 2 # filters 64
Convolutional layer 3 kernel 2 * 10
Convolutional layer 3 stride 1 * 2
Convolutional layer 3 # filters 64
Convolutional layer 4 kernel 1 * 21
Convolutional layer 4 stride 1 * 1
Convolutional layer 4 # filters 525
# LSTM cells 525
Advantage stream dense layer 1 width 256
Advantage stream dense layer 2 width 128
Advantage stream dense layer 3 width # classes
Value stream dense layer 1 width 256
Value stream dense layer 2 width 128
Value stream dense layer 3 width 1
3.3 Model Training
The Q learning equation is used to calculate the loss of the model at
each training step (Eq. 5 and 6). To stabilize the process of learning
as deep reinforcement learning models are prone to divergence,
a method called double Q network learning [62] is used. In this
method, an identical separate instance of the main model is used to
compute the target Q value of each state-action pair to avoid the
oscillation of Q values. The copy model, which is called the target
network, is frozen (is not trained) for some predefined training
steps and is replaced by a new copy of the main Q network after
the predefined training steps.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed deep reinforcement learning model for text readability assessment.
Q(st ,at ) = Q(st ,at ) + α
[
rt+1 + λmaxa Q(st+1,a) −Q(st ,at )
]
(5)
loss =
(
rt+1 + λmaxa Q(st+1,a) −Q(st ,at )
)2
(6)
Deep reinforcement learning models demand numerous inter-
actions with their environment to be sufficiently trained. To over-
come this problem and also further stabilize the process of learning,
a technique called experience replay [63] is used in the current
study. The previous interactions of the DRL model are stored in
[current-state, action, reward, next-state] tuples, which are fed
multiple times to the DRL model during its training process. The
reintroduction of previous experiences to the model increases the
efficiency of data usage and prevents the model from forgetting
older experiences. Other hyper-parameters are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Hyperparameters of the proposed deep reinforce-
ment learning text readability assessment model.
Hyperparameter Value
Main network learning rate 0.0001
Number of training episodes 300000
Number of testing episodes 3000
Target network update frequency 5 episodes
Experience buffer size 1000
Q learning discount factor 0.99
Exploration policy ϵ − дreedy
Initial action randomness 100 percent
Final action randomness 10 percent
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
Three datasets are used to evaluate three different aspects of the
proposed model. Firstly, theWeebit dataset [17] is used to assess the
accuracy of the model on deciding the readability of English texts
for native readers. Weebit dataset is gathered from articles in the
Weekly Reader magazine and the BBC-Bitesize website, which is
targeted at readers of various ages. Weebit dataset comprises texts
from five different readability levels arranged by age (8-9, 9-10,
10-12, 11-14, 14-16). The total number of texts in the dataset is over
ten thousand texts. Nonetheless, due to the significant imbalance in
the dataset, some texts are randomly removed from some classes. A
sum of 3145 texts is used for evaluation purposes, which is similar
to the original Weebit paper [17].
Prior to this study, distinct models have been used to assess the
readability of English texts for second language readers. Since the
DRL model eliminates the need for specific feature engineering for
different types of text readability assessment, the proposed model
can be applied to second language datasets without any modifica-
tions. To examine the proposed DRL model regarding this ability,
it is applied to the Cambridge Exams dataset [18]. This dataset
contains texts from the reading section of Cambridge English Ex-
ams, which is targeted for students at five readability levels (A2
to C2) of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR).
This dataset contains 331 texts, which makes it a small dataset in
comparison to the Weebit dataset.
The automated feature extraction ability of the proposed model
has also given the model the ability to be readily applied to other
languages. As GloVe and language models are language-specific,
the only necessary change is the use of the GloVe and frequency
language model of the target language. These features are readily
and freely available on the internet for many languages. The pro-
posed model is evaluated on the Persian text readability dataset [19].
This dataset includes near four thousand texts, which are split into
three balanced classes. Additional details concerning the datasets
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are shown on Table 3.
Table 3: Datasets information.
Dataset # classes # texts (balanced) # texts/class # words/text
Weebit 5 3145 629 311
Cambridge 5 331 66 519
Persian 3 1731 577 33
4.2 Results
The proposed model is evaluated on the mentioned datasets. Each
dataset is split into two parts, containing 80 percent (for the train)
and 20 percent (for the test) of the texts in the dataset to ensure
the validity of the experiment results. Two sets of evaluation met-
rics are used to report the evaluation results to make the results
comparable to the previous state-of-the-art models. Firstly, consid-
ering the text readability assessment as a classification problem,
metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score is reported.
Secondly, as the distance between readability classes is meaningful
(classes are labeled from 1 to 5 for English datasets, and 1 to 3 for
the Persian datasets, larger label values yields more difficult texts),
smaller distance between the predicted label and the actual label
is preferred. To quantify this property, the RMSE metric is used,
which is also used in some previous studies [17]. The comparison
between the proposed model results and the other state-of-the-art
models is shown in Table 4. To describe the models performance
on each dataset in detail, the class-level classification experiment
results are presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7.
Table 4: Comparison between the proposed model and the
state-of-the-art models on different datasets.
Dataset Vajjala et al. Xia et al. Mohammadi et al. DRL Model
ACC RMSE ACC ACC ACC RMSE Text Seen (%)
Weebit 0.933 0.15 0.803 – 0.91 0.109 0.019
Cambridge – – 0.798 – 0.952 0.054 0.014
Persian – – – 0.9 0.948 0.069 0.218
Table 5: Class-level experiment results on Weebit dataset.
Class Precision Recall F1-score
8–9 0.93 0.82 0.87
9–10 0.90 0.87 0.88
10–12 0.8 0.92 0.85
11–14 0.97 0.95 0.96
14–16 0.98 0.96 0.97
Total 0.91 0.91 0.91
Table 6: Class-level experiment results onCambridge Exams
dataset.
Class Precision Recall F1-score
A2 0.95 0.90 0.92
B1 0.91 0.96 0.94
B2 1.0 0.89 0.94
C1 0.92 1.0 0.95
C2 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total 0.95 0.95 0.95
Table 7: Class-level experiment results on Persian text read-
ability dataset.
Class Precision Recall F1-score
Easy 0.99 0.95 0.97
Medium 0.93 0.93 0.93
Hard 0.92 0.95 0.94
Total 0.94 0.94 0.94
4.3 Discussion
The proposed model test results are comparable to the former state-
of-the-art models results from accuracy and efficiency aspects. Re-
garding the accuracy of the model, the deep reinforcement learning
model achieved state-of-the-art accuracy on second language and
Persian text readability assessment datasets. The accuracy of the
proposed model on the Weebit dataset, though lower than the
state-of-the-art model, is very close. Moreover, the proposed model
achieved lower RMSE on the Weebit dataset compared to the other
state-of-the-art model, which indicates that, on average, the DRL
model’s predicted readability level is closer to the actual readability
level.
Furthermore, the proposed model can surpass the prior model’s
accuracy, in addition to several practical advantages. Firstly, the
proposed model achieved the presented results without manual
feature engineering and extraction, compared to the heavy use of
NLP features in the previous models. Secondly, as presented in
Table 4, the proposed model can achieve such performance only
by effectively using a small portion of the input text. The average
number of window moves to make an accurate text readability clas-
sification on the three datasets is 1.39 moves. On average, 38 percent
of texts are classified without any movement of the window, and 3
percent of texts are classified after more than two moves. Consider-
ing the window length of five, the DRL model can assess a text’s
readability level only by looking at its first 6.95 words on average.
Considering the problem of "how much of a text should be given
to an automated text readability assessment model, to assess its
readability accurately?", this ability can be advantageous. The small
portion needed for a readability level classification also implies that
the proposed model can adequately be used on short texts. Finally,
the DRL model is capable of assessing the readability of different
languages using the same architecture and by only being trained
on a target language GloVe representation and N-gram frequency
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language model.
On the other hand, the proposed model has some drawbacks re-
garding its architecture and input interaction. First of all, the use of
deep architecture in the proposed model has increased the required
memory and computational resources. To be able to train the DRL
model, resources such as Graphical Processing Units (GPU) are
required, while the previous models are both light-weighted and
swiftly trainable on average CPUs. However, the prior models de-
manded a timely feature extraction phase, which is hugely removed
in the new model.
Additionally, the ability of the model to freely move through the
text causes a particular problem. In these cases, the DRL model
would not choose a readability class for the given text in a prede-
fined maximum number of moves through the text due to the lack
of confidence in choosing a readability level (moves at the end of
a text will not change the position of the window). A solution to
this problem is to increase the negative reward of moving through
the text, which encourages the model to judge the readability level
quicker. This solution reduced this problem to around 1 percent of
the texts. These cases are included in the reported test results as
a false-negative prediction with maximum error in RMSE calcula-
tions. By decreasing the negative reward of moving, the number of
wrong classifications decreases due to the higher number of moves
through the text. Yet the number of undecided texts increases, and
the overall accuracy of the model drops.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The use of a deep reinforcement learning model as a classifier in-
troduced a new class of text readability assessment model, which
achieves multi-linguality and efficient use of text, in addition to
high classification accuracy. The proposed model also simplifies the
process of feature extraction by representing text using the GloVe
and frequency language model. The interaction between the deep
reinforcement learning model and the textual environment makes
it possible for the model to assess the readability of a text using
only a minimal portion of it.
The newly proposed approach to text readability assessment im-
poses some problems, such as its requirement of powerful com-
putational resources in training phase, which is mostly due to its
use of convolutional feature extraction layers. The use of more
efficient convolutional architectures, such as grouped convolution
[64], deep-wise convolution [65], or channel shuffle [66], might
decrease the complexity of the model and therefore reduce its com-
putational weight. Better reward shaping or text representations
can help to eliminate the undecided texts problem, which conse-
quently improves the model accuracy. Experimenting the proposed
model on different languages and even other classification tasks
are also exciting next steps of this research.
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